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In order to test whether the devised algorithm 
was secure against frequency analysis attempts

Introduction:Introduction:
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When transferring data, it is important to
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Testing Reliability:Testing Reliability:
was secure against frequency analysis attempts 
at decryption, the program in Visual Basic was 
altered.  

Altered Program:
1) Encodes the message
2) A given percent of the encoded values are            

altered    1  
3) The original encoded values and altered 

values are decoded

encrypt the information with an algorithm that cannot 
be broken.  One of the most frequent strategies 
used to decode messages is frequency analysis, so 
it is important the algorithm protects against these 
attempts at decryption.  Formerly, an algorithm was 
devised, and now the bugs have been removed and 
its performance while encoding sets of 
alphanumerical data has been studied.

values are decoded
4) The original message and the altered 

message are compared

If there was a connection between the 
frequency of the characters in the original 
message and the integers in the encoded 
message (meaning that certain integers were 
linked to specific characters), the percent of the 
altered message that differed from the original

TheThe Program:Program:

C diC di

Using Visual Basic 6.0, a program implementing a new cryptographic scheme 
was developed.  The new cryptographic scheme combines the wavelet transform 
based scheme with a series of random alteration values to encode 
alphanumerical data.

altered message that differed from the original 
message would equal the percent of integers 
altered.

Two messages were used to test the program.  
Each message was tested by altering 40, 50, 
and 60 percent of the message.  Each percent 
was tested five times per message to insure 
consistency.   By comparing the original 
message with the altered message, the number

 

Coding:Coding:

1. Each character from the text is converted into an integer using the key 
which was developed in which each symbol on the QWERTY keyboard message with the altered message, the number 

of readable characters (out of 27 valuable 
characters*) was recorded.

was assigned an integer value based on the frequency with which the 
symbol commonly appears.

2. The integer values are altered using the wavelet transform.

3. Random alterations are applied using the irrational number δ.

4. Each value is bumped up by 100 to avoid overflow.

Results:Results:

AttemptAttempt AttemptAttempt

Message 1Message 1 Message 2Message 2
Percent of Altered Characters (out of 27 valuable characters*Percent of Altered Characters (out of 27 valuable characters*))

Decoding:Decoding:

1. The set of integers is de-altered by subtracting 100 and the random 
alterations

938981899360
818578857050
745667746740
54321
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899393858560
828585707850
706778745640
54321
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After testing the devised algorithm by altering the original message by 40, 50, and 60 
alterations.

2. The inverse wavelet transform is applied.

3. The key is used to convert the integers back to text.

percent, it was found that the percent of characters that differed in the altered 
message from the original was higher than the percent of integers altered.  This 
indicates that the algorithm may be secure against frequency analysis attempts at 
decryption.

*Valuable characters include credit card numbers and addresses


